Synthesis, spectroscopic, physicochemical and structural characterization of tetrandrine-based macrocycles functionalized with acridine and anthracene groups: DNA binding and anti-proliferative activity.
In this work, we report on the synthesis of two new mono-alkylated tetrandrine derivatives with acridine and anthracene units, MAcT and MAnT. The compounds were fully characterized by physicochemical techniques and single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. In addition, both derivatives were studied as nucleotide receptors and double-stranded DNA binders in aqueous phosphate buffer at pH = 7.2 using UV-vis and fluorescence spectroscopy. According to the molecular recognition studies, MAcT and MAnT exhibit high affinity (K ∼ 105 M-1) and selectivity for ds-DNA, presumably in an intercalation mode. Finally, the anti-proliferative effects of the tetrandrine derivatives on different cancer cell lines were explored, revealing promising activities. Particularly, the mono-anthracene tetrandrine derivative MAnT showed an IC50 of 2.74 μg/mL on the HeLa cervical cancer cell line, representing a value 3.3 times smaller than that obtained for unsubstituted tetrandrine. Examination of the cytotoxic effects on the HeLa cell line by inverted microscopy suggests that the cell death mechanism consists basically in apoptosis. The molecular modelling of three ds-DNA-MAcT complexes, suggested that the macrocycles may use an intercalation binding mode towards DNA. MAcT is predicted to bind into the major groove of the ds-DNA providing non-covalent interactions such as electrostatic, van der Waals and hydrophobic interactions that lead to selectivity. Overall experimental data supports the mode of action of MAnT and MAcT as cytotoxic compounds against cancer cell lines via a DNA interaction mechanism.